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Abstract 

This contribution is intended to give a brief nummary of a 
forthcoming paper which shall review extensively the linear 
response theory for dissipation and statistical fluctuations 
as well as its application to heavy-ion collisions. It shall 
contain new results on the following subjects: 

aj Numerical computations of response functions and transport 
coefficients. 

b) Dissipation in a self-consistent treatment of harmonic 
vibrations.. \ 

c) Introduction of\ collective variables within a quantum theory. 
The method used consists of an extended version of the Bohm and 
Pines treatment of the electron gas. It allows to deduce a quantum 
Harailtonian for the collective and Intrinsic motion including 
coupling terms. 

d) Discussion and solution of"V quantaI Master equation for 
non-linear collective motion. 

Additionally, a somewhat elaborate discussion of the problems 
of irreversibility is given, especially in connection to a treat
ment within the moving basis. 

i i 



I) Introduction 
By now it is about 25 years ago that important Microscopic 

features of nuclear collective notion are understood. One of the 
most Important steps in this direction was the deduction of the 
relavant coupling V between nucIconic and collective degrees of 
freedom: In the unified model of Bohr and Mottelson it was suggested 
that this coupling is given by the swan nuclear field V(XwQ) whose 
shape changes with the collective coordinate Q. To simplify the 
discussion « here and in the following we restrict ourselves to 
only one collective coordinate Q. 

Certainly, from the point of view of first principles» a lot 
needed to be (and perhaps still has to be) done for a satisfactory 
understanding of the interplay between collective and nucleonic 
motion. We will hear about many of these developments during this 
conference. But it is probably fair to say that all these develop
ments borrowed strongly from the basic idea of Bohr and Mottelson. 

Due to the extensive experimental studies in the fiexd of heavy 
ion collisions a new aspect has raised the interest of theoreti
cians: the necessity to understand dlsslpatlve collective motion. 
itome years ago we have tried to incorporate dissipative phenomena 
'nto the conventional model for nuclear collective motion. This 
shall bo described in the next section. 

XI. Linear response theory for damped collective motion 
1. Definition of a perturbation approach. 
. The common assumption of most theories for large-scale motion 

(see ref.2) is a small velocity in the collective coordinate. In
deed, it is only under this condition that the forces become local 
In time and do not depend on the collective frequency (or on some 

« 
higher power of the velocity); we shall come back to that point 
later. For many interesting cases this condition is fulfilled 
at least approximately. This is true for fission as well as for 
heavy ion reactions. (As for the latter example, please note that 
tho typical deep inelastic features are observed for reactions 
with a collective kinetic energy per partiels around the Coulomb 
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barrier being small compared to the Feral energy.) It should be 
possible, therefore, to establish a perturbation approach on the 
same assumption also for the treatment of the dlsslpatlve forces. 
Moreover* one knows from statistical mechanics that ordinary frlctloi 
forces of the type used in phenomenological models do require 
a fast relaxation of those degrees of freedom which are not treated 
explicitly. 

t 

,-Let us thus assume henceforth that Lh*» collective degrees change 
on a time scale î*coi i being much larger than the intrinsic time <\ 
He shall in the following always Identify this intrinsic time t* 
as a relaxation time. (In principle, one should distinguish ?* from 
times Jl which may define oscillations with frequency J2 of'typical 
intrinsic variables.) The intrinsic system cannot remember on times 
much longer than f • For the derivation of the macroscopic eq. of 
motion valid around sone time t Q, it is thus sufficient to follow 
the microscopic motion on a time interval ft • t-t 0 which fulfills 
the following condition: 

r é a 4*1* en 
According to the second half of the condition (1) the following 
opeartor can be considered to be a small perturbation on the in
trinsic system (provided the-fluctuations In Q remain small, see J 
below) § 

SV * Vt*ita)-VCK,6o) 

Here Q is identified as the average value of 0 at time tQt 
û. = < a \ (3) 

Furthermore, by "intrinsic system" we, by definition, mean a system 
which is governed by the Hamilton!an 

with Q taken at QQ, 

In this way a large part of the total interaction is taken over 
into the unperturbed Hamlltonian. The perturbation fV is understood 
to operate only locally. (One has to note that this prescription 

i ' 

i 

». 

i 
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Is different from the one of refs.7) and 8).) In the case that the 
fluctuation.". In Q remain narrow (see section V ) (thus justifying 
the second line of eq.(2)) we may understand the whole approach as 
to describe the collective motion locally harmonic (see below). 

2. Induced force». 
The coupling iv given in eg.(2) will cause the following 

(5) 
, average torce, acting on the collective degree Q: 

In approximating the average value - <F> by the right-hand side 
we have employed linear response theory. The response function 
is defined as 

ihut. -ifc,. „ , , 
16) *IH«2.'Î\«« .'([e'^Fe 

In the following we will mostly refer to the function %*tt) . 
In terms of the eigenspectrum and elgenstates of H._ t it can be 
written as 

*V)«- iZ ?*«)/W**W*v'W* (7) 
w.n The statistical weighting factors J(E ) are the eigenvalues of 

the unperturbed statistical operator £ < H
i n t ( **, fY, 0©)* calculated 

at Q It is this operator which defines the unperturbed 
mean values, say of an operator 6? 

<&\ = *' S(Wr*/rV,ft) •<*) <8) 
By inspection of eg»(5) we see that the relevant time behaviour 

of the intrinsic system is the one defined by the response function. 
Let us identify it by the 2" introduced above. (He shall show in 
the next section how in this context the notion of a relaxation 
time can be understood.) Suppose that condition (1) is fulfilled. 

'strictly speaking, we have used this condition already in eq.(5) 
when defining the lower integration limit as - o» • The right' 
hand side of eq.(5) is the expression obtained in first-order 
perturbation' theory for times with St y t . 
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We may then calculate approximately the Integral appearing in 15) 
by means of a moment expansion. Expanding to second order, we 
obtain T ts a sum of a potential force, a friction force and an 
lnertial force 

3^ =r ("<Ffy + CÉl(k)) - JT dtt) - m a t e ) 19) 
Ths transport'coefficients c, Y and m are determined by the zeroeth, 
first and second moment of %(l). For later purpose we only quote 
the result for the friction coefficient t » (lo) 

with %'((0) being the, Fourier transform of x*tt) • As for the 
other coefficients, two remarks shall suffice (for more details 
we refer to 1),3)~lf h 

(i) they are determined by the reactive part 

of the response function. This reflects the fact that cQ and mQ 
represent conservative forces. It is this split of the total re
sponse function into a reactive and dissipative ( iC'ltj) part which 
makes the linear response theory particularly useful for our purpose. 

(ii) the inertia m can be shown^to be identical to the cranking 
Inertia for zero intrinsic excitation, i.e. for §lkIHi) as. Io><o\ 
with to") being the groundstate of H l n t . 

3. Relaxation and irreversibility. 
In the discussion above we have seen that the conventional 

macroscopic equation of motion of t le cranking model is altered ' 
by the presence of a friction force. The important question is 
to study the conditions under which the friction coefficient y, OS 
given by eq.MO), turns out to be different from zero. This problem 
is intimately connected to the question of internal relaxation: 
A change of the collective coordinates is followed by a transfer 
of energy to the intrinsic system (by means of the coupling $v). 
If this excitation relaxes to equilibrium (i.e. is shared among all 
nucleonic degrees), in some time ?" the excitation will not come 
back again to the collective motion for times with Jt > Î* 
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Let us study this relaxation in «ore detail for a case, where 
the'excitation is done by a sharp knock, i.e. for an external field 
0(s) - Q o having the following tine behaviour: 

Gt<S) " Q 0 « S(S) 112) 
Inserting (12) into (5) and using (6) we obtain 

So the "property <F>(* of the intrinsic system relaxes to equi
librium after a time f if 

f?M —to n«> 
for t 

(To study the relaxation of the intrinsic system properly, we should 
look for all kind of quantities ^ ®\ . Ne can expect, however, 
that it is mostly the operator f which is excited by the coupling 
$V . Thus the relaxation time 7- , as defined above, will be 
the most relevant one.) 

• 
Whether or not the property (14) is fulfilled is, of course, 

basically connected to the level structure of the intrinsic system. 
In nuclear physics, especially when we deal with low intrinsic 

excitations, the levels will be discrete. 
Looking at the expression (7), the spectral representation of %*(i), 
we expect X li) to show a periodic or quasi-periodic behaviour. 
A priori, there is no reason for %*li) ta decay to zero for 
t-?«»; there will be no relaxation and hence «no irreversibility 
if we do not incorporate it. 

* 
It should be stressed, however, that frîpm a principle point of 

view there is no difference to real macroscopic systems . For 
nuclear physic's the question is more delicate on a quantitative 
basis only since the levels may have a somewhat large spacing. 
This is one of the places where the problem of dealing with a 
small system arises. This particular question, however, cannot be 7 81 answered by means of the random matrix model ' . In this model 
one replaces the sums in eq.(7) by double integrals* This already 

implies a continuous spectrum and hence a 
relaxation behaviour of %,f It) (••• ftF* 9) 
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Let us look a little more closely in which sense the expression 
|7) nay nevertheless enable us to talk about relaxation. To simplify 
the discussion, let us assume xero intrinsic excitation: 

? ( e " - ) - f o for E_ • E^ 
B ° (15) for E B > E t 

and restrict our consideration to this model case of equidistant 
levelst 

E w - E . * W D I T 116) 
In this case (7) reduces to a Fourier Sine series. Its coefficients 
-i|F„fj* certainly can be defined in such a way that for 
0 & t &7J m 1 x*f*J i» given by 

For P ^ O Vit)Mill behave like the function shown in flg.1. 
It will decay to almost zero values for times t >T»-£ , but after 
a time of the order of the Poincarré recurrence time 7^ ? J » -£ 
the oscillations start to rise again before they damp out once more, 
and so forth. 

Clearly, looking at arbitrary times t the function 1 It) of 
fig. 1 does not show relaxation. On the other hand it may be tfcat § 

'% for some reasons, as given by a special experimental situation for | 
• : | instance, the times t">i cannot be observed. In this case we would § 

o ' 
say the function %*U) has decayed to zero. To be formally exact, 
we have to say that it is the function 

%'U) m ï'«). j(à) <"> 
which shows the decaying behaviour where only the decay time £ *J£ 
of the cutoff factor has to fulfill the condition 

T«T'Cut«Tp or T 1 > I ^ b in» 
For the Fourier transforms we obtain from .(18) 

**• 

£*(w) —Jf*1 * * W ffto-fc'J (20) 
Choosing for the cutoff function g(t) an exponential, jit)-ml Q^f("T\{\ 
we obtain for %\\*t) the expression ' 
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£t x*. (21) 

In the limit I —7 0 we regain, of course, the expression given 
in eq.(10). For a finite I, on the other hand, the friction co

efficient T, calculated by inserting (21) into the expression' 
(10), is well defined. Furthermore* if the condition (19) is met, 
we may expect Y to be independent of I. Such a situation was found 
in ref.flO) by calculating a friction tensor for a heavy ion reaction. 
For a collision of two fragments the physical origin of the cutoff 
may be traced back to a finite reaction time , 

Let us summarize by strengthening again the intimate relation 
between a relaxation behaviour of the intrinsic degrees and a 
finite friction coefficient for the macroscopic coordinates. Further
more, we have seen that relaxation and hence irreversibility are 
not determined by the microscopic equations for themself; we have 
to put it in in some way. Please notice again that in its essential 
features the situation does' not change when we look at real macro
scopic systems (see ref.6). Also in these cases the condition (19) 
must be fulfilled, otherwise a system with discrete levels would 
not show irreversibility. 

In nuclear physics one knows several places where conditions 
like (19) have to be used if calculations involving complex level 
structures are to be simplified. One prime example Is reaction 
theory where in the calculation of an S-matrix a summation over 
many poles may result In one pole with some large width (see, for 
instance/reference 11) ] embracing many levels. From this point 
of view it seems peculiar that such observations as discussed here 
have not been employed in discussions of the phenomena of dissi-

121 
pation in connection with the cranking model . Usually, when 
speaking about the cranking model, one is working with the moving 
basis. In the next section we shall briefly look at this problem 
of irreversibility when dealing with the moving basis. We shall 
follow essentially a paper by P. Nozières. ' 
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4. Remarks on the moving basis. 
In the perturbation approach of subsection 1. the unperturbed 

density operator was the one given by the Hamilton!an a* 0 . During 
the time it when we were studying the motion microscopically, this 
unperturbed density did not change. Zn this way we Introduced the 
parameters Q and t . In ref.3-5,9) it was shown how these para
meters can be removed again to obtain an equation for the large-
scale motion by employing once more a perturbation argument. Re

cently VeidenmUller (see appendix of réf. ff ) has claimed to get 
a different friction coefficient when working in the moving basis. 
His conclusion was that T is not expressible as derivatives of d 
{-function like the one given in eq.(IO). Following Mozicrcs wc 
will show that exactly\ the result (10) is obtained if only c<re 
is taken of how the limit I,D-*0 is performed. This again will shed 
some light on the question of irreversibility and, in fact, sub
stantiate our discussion given above. 

Zn terms of density operators the use of a moving basis amounts 
to say that the unperturbed density operator is given by 

§«U) «fs(fi,-M(«!il^/CLU); 
For the solution of 

we make the ansatz 

ÇU) « $ 0U) + Jç(r) «2«> 
and try to find $<$ by means of a low-order perturbation approach. 
Inserting (24) into eq.(23) we obtain 

*«'-£**, «J--»'*. 
As usual the order parameter shall be the velocity of the coordi
nate Q. Since $j will be of first order in Q, one may be torptnl 
to neglect the term |£ on the left. This, however, turns cut 
to be dangerous. In fact, it is wrong if a relaxation behaviour 
is to be expected. This can be seen as follows: Suppose we dcacril^ 
the motion locally harmonic. Zn this case the matrix elements of S? 
may be expected to be proportional to that of S$ i 

(22) 

(23) 

I 

5 nm • v 

(26) 
«m 
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{Here, we have explicitly allowed for the frequency to have some 
imaginary part |J .) Using (25) and (26) we obtain for the Matrix 
elements fo : 

,r -Ail :Ù $*2hS!ëJ 
^•T^-Mi,- - ^ - - | V ^ V ^ ,27, 
The calculation of the right-hand side is straightforward. It pro
ceeds similar to the evaluation of the corresponding matrix elements 
in the esse of the usual cranking model with zero intrinsic excitation. 
To avoid unnecessary complications» we will assume V • 0 for 
L'n * E« ( i o r t n e m o r e general case see below). n m 

Lot us now look at the left-hand side. For a slow collective 
motion we may neglect the real frequency u) compared to E-E . 

n m 
However, there is no reason to neglect the complex number » */ • 
This does not imply, of course» that there might not exist cases 
where in the end we may perform the limit *[ -*o » and that no trace 
of n survives. Having that in mind, we obtain 

g $ m _ ; A i gfaJ-yfoJ us. 
This resolution may now be used to calculate the average quantities 
wo are interested in. For 4j»stance, it can be shown that the 
production rate of entropy due to dissipation is given by ' ; 

(Here we assume the density operator , fott) to be given by its 
canonical value <?fl (t) • ~ exp(- iti«*\). 

Inserting (28) into (29) we obtain \ 

T & „ *' I I ̂  &>^ — V 
Comparing with the formula 

ctfr # 

wu lieu ih.it the friction coefficient Y has to be identified as 

http://ih.it


^"•«s-wty^"- -yr*'-'? 

- . 1 0 -

v-T IT i»SteJ-3fa) . 1— (3D 

In the limit ]-+ 0 (3D is identical to the result (1c), 
in contradiction to the statements of WeidenmUller in ref.14. 

3) 5) This confirm» our previous conclusion that our perturbation 
approach is equivalent to the one employed in the cranking model 
(see also ref .3D. 

It is clear that the limit r|-*0 is meaningful only in the 
sense that one has to perform the limit E -E-?0 first (or, in » w m n 
the terminology of subsection 3)t D»?o). Performed in reversed 
order the net result for y would be zero. This clearly shows of 
how important it is to introduce M (or the very notion of 
relaxation) into eq.(25). Please note that the solution of this, 
eq. with *| »o, as given in (28), would lead to the usual result 
of the cranking model (for T«o and yc(t) »|E0,t^ ^E 0,t| , of 
course). Note also that using a t[ fo we found a friction force 
by means/lowest order perturbation theory. Now we are back to the 
crucial question of how to actually perform this so called thermo
dynamic limit» 7*2 1 J) -* O but n > D . Clearly, this can be 
done only in the way of trying a finite it and looking whether 
the result gets independent of ti . 

At this stage of our considerations we have to think about 
the nature of H, .. In the ordinary cranking model h\ t is given 
by a deformed single particle shell model Hamiltonian. On the 
other hand, there will be residual interactions. They cannot be 
neglected, especially at finite intrinsic excitation. (Further
more, they will help to avoid problems in the cases where whithin 
the pure single particle model we get V ^ f O for En* 6 m , cf. 
the discussion above). In the actual numerical computations, to 
be discussed in the next section, we have taken into account re
sidual interactions in an approximate way. 

* • & 

• * " 



Ill) Numerical results; friction coefficient for the fission 
modes 

The simplest approximation for H._. would be a pure single 
particle Hamiltonlan with a deformed shell model potential. All 
the matrix elements appearing in the expressions (1o)or (21) 
are calculable with not too much effort. In fact, these are 
just the matrix elements which appear in the cranking model 
inertia. However, as mentioned above, we expect residual-inter- . 
actions. Residual interactions will couple the simple shell model 
configurations to more complicated states. Asrfirst result the 
effective level density w*'l become smaller. (Thus also the un
certainty I necessary to smear out the levels can be smaller.) 
As another effect, possibly even more important, the level struc
ture will be more complex. Alltogether the switching on of re
sidual interactions will help to introduce irreversibility into 
the system (fron a practical but not from a principle point of 
view, see section II.3). 

To account for these effect» in an actual calculation, the 
simplest thing to do is to parametrise the decay into more compli
cated states by means of a comjiex excitation energy .. The 
imaginary part, i.e. the width of the excitation, would be energy 
dependent. From nuclear Aatter calculations ' one knows that 
around the ferml surface the energy dependence is given byt 

f k « T 0 f eH- A ) r «i«» To » a 03 A<eV~x (32) 
This is correct for zero temperature. For temperature T-o there 
is a correction term * 

•The value of ?6 as given in (32) is density dependent. For 
densities smaller than nuclear matter, i.e. in the surface of a 
nucleus T9 would be larger. Away from the fermi surface the 
energy dependence of r k is more complicated ' than given by (32) 
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or (33). Nevertheless, the first calculations have b«v n carried 
out with (33). They were done for U at different 4-formations. 
The single particle Haniltonian was the same as used In rcf.U). 
In addition to the shape degrees c,k the gap parameter Ô was 
used as a collective coordinate. This means that in ncMltlon 
to a finite width Tj, a pairing type residual interact. Ion was 
taken into account explicitly. In this case the formula for the 
friction coefficient has to be extended in a way similar to 
the wellknown case of the inertia. For details we refer to 1) and 
•specially to 18). 

In fig.2 we show\one result of the calculation: the diagona*. 
elements jf** « Mq<j of the friction coefficient as a function of 
the temperature and the pairing gap parameter. 

It can be noted finally that the spirit of the calculation 
is similar to the one developped frn r.ef.19). There a response 
function was calculated for giant dipole modes. Also in this paper 
a decay into more complicated states was perametrized by means 
of an optical potential leading to complex energies. v;h?rcas in 
our case we are mainly interested in the low frequency regime, 
for the dipole mode one holds the response function at high 
frequencies, of course. 

i 

IV) Damped selfconsistent motion 

It is wellknown that in a selfconsistent treatment of undamped 
motion the transport coefficients are influenced by thr> r,r if con
sistency condition. It is therefore interesting to stu'y the sore 
question in connection to the friction coefficient. Thf-s can be den" 
in a simple model where the genuine two body interaction is re* 
placed by a separable one. 

Let us suppose the Namlltonian to be given as 

(34) 
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with H being a spherical shall model Hamiltonian and P a 
single par t ic le f ie ld. In a stat ic Hartree approximation (34) 
would be replaced by: 

H - HQ - X. Q • P (35) 

with the time-independent condition 

Q -<P>. . (36) 

It iii well known ' that the RPA-disperslon relation can be 
derived from (35) if one assumes (36) to hold for a timadependent 
Q(t) being given as an oscillatory solution with frequency Ui . 
This* dispersion relation can be written in terms of a polarisa' 
bility function 

(Eij.(37) is written for the case of zero temperature T » 0.) 

The dispersion relation (37) leads to real solutions i«2„ 
for undamped collective motion. On the other hand, according 
to our discussions in the^chapters before we expect dissipative 
phenomena to take place in general. In section XX.3 we have 
established the intimate connection to the relaxation behaviour 
of 1 lie response-function %"it). So let us assume in the following 
that Vltjexhibits such a behaviour. (Por a more thorough dis
cussion about how to deal with the problems of cut-off factors 
we refer to 1). \ 

.A 

Let us assume for simplicity that <P>aq.( calculated like 
discussed in section XX.1) is zero. Then, according to eqs.(5) 
and (fa) the time-dependent subsidiary condition 36 can be 
written as 

i 
0 

whci.. wc have chosen to start the interaction at t-o. Using La-
pi .; transforms like ,. 
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(39) 

eq. (38) can be written est 

• i 

By solving this eq. we are lead to the dispersion relation: 

4+ ICX *£(j) » 0 (41) 
It can be seen (see ref.1) that for the case of Vit) showing 
no dissipative behaviour (41) is equivalent to 

1 ï!1^) = o • . 
, i 4 < 4 2 ) 

With a X " M •* defined in eq.(1o);both equations can be 
solved simultaneously showing that in this case (41) is 
equivalent to (37). 

In the case we are interested in|(41) will have solutions 
with complex \ representing damped motion. To compare with 
the results of section IX.2 we have to look for solutions of 
(41) in the low frequency range. Expanding X* ()) to second 
order around 1*0 we obtain: 

U • * xUo)) + u} pi + u Lz ÙÏI » 

» - ( C * H + n + "t)** & (43) 

It is easy to s«e 1 } that the friction coefficient introduced 
in (43) can be expressed as given in eq.do), namely as 

i iiUHtJdi • So, for the model discussed hero the 
selfconsistent friction coefficient is identical to one ob
tained above in a non-selfconsistent treatment. A similar state 
ment holds for the Inertia w , in accordance with the case 19) of undamped motion , 

i 

s^eaeaeasessea; 
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v) Introduction of collective variables on a quantum basis 

In the discussion above it was sufficient to interpret the 
collective coordinate Q as a classical variable. It could always 
be understood as some mean value. This situation changes as soon 
as we are Interested in fluctuations around that mean value. The 
fluctuations may be of statistical or of quantum nature (or a 
mixture of both). 

In ref.4)we chose as a starting point a Hamiltonian of the 
type 

X ( S / \ y 0,?) =r- Hbirfi) + V(k;,0L) -H £+ U«» <44> 
i.e. we assumed that in addition to the Hamiltonian (4) there 
does exist a Hamiltonian 

»« - £ - ««) ; • 
for the bare collective motion.• The same assumption has been made 
by other authors, e.g. in ref. 7), 8) and 3$*). One is tempted to 
believe the ansatz (44) to be satisfactory in the case of f(Z] 
representing the vector of relative motion with /*> the reduced 
mass and U(Q) the Coulomb potential. But it is not justified 
from a theoretical point o*f view. This is especially true for 
general collective motion. As far as we know,£here does not exist 
t satisfactory answer to that problem in nuclear physics so far.. 
It should be noted in this context that we would like to have a 
Hamiltonian which consists of a bare part for intrinsic as well 
as collective motion plus a coupling between both. For such a 
Hamiltonian we can use familiar techniques to derive an equation 
of motion for the density operator (or distribution) of the collec 
tive degrees. In the following we would like to explain a'method 
we have been trying and which may be able to answer the question 
of how to obtain such a Hamiltonian. This method goes back to the 
treatment of the electron gas by Dohm and Pines 2 n. 

i 
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1 

1. Piinciples of the methods 1 
\ 1 

At the beginning one needs to know the nature of the collective 
coordinate Q . Let us assume that in terms of the nuclnonic co-
ordinates x., i«1... 3A, for A nucléons, A Is given by: 

Q - F( X l) (46) | 
if: 

In simple cases, F may for instance represent some nultipole field. | 
In principle» one might proceed by introducing 3A-1 intrinsic 
coordinates \y and transforming the Hamlltonian H(x i,p i) to the 
new coordinates Q ( C ( one knows that the transformed Hamiltonlar. 
will in general be a rather complicated function of the new intrin
sic coordinates ^ . In the method of Bohm and Pines one docs 
the oppositet one tries to extend the space to dimensions 3A+1 with 
the additional coordinate being Q. In this sense the method is 2 ) similar to the unified model . But different to this cranking 
model (as called sometimes) the Q is'introduced as an operator 
together with its conjugate momentum. Both are supposed to cerr-ite 
with xjp.. Then one has to find a Hamiltonian J-£(*,,A, Q,?) 
for the extended space. It must be chosen in such a way as to 
describe the same dynamics as H for all situations for which the 
subsidiary condition (46) can be fulfilled exactly. It is easy to 
see ' that the following Hamiltonian has this feature: 

(Here we have assumed that H depends on p. only quadratically) 
So if ^(Q, *i,',0 is a solution of the Schrodingcr equation with 
Hand satisfies at the same time the equation 

"(Q-Tc*o; Ytyv^tj - o {48> 
^ will bt a proper solution of the original Schrodlnger equa
tion with H as Hamiltonian. 

, Clearly, for central problems there Is no hope that an exact 
solution of this problem can be found. However, there appears to 
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exist at least two natural approximation schemes. The first 
would be tu solve the dynamical equations with 3£ and then \o 
project out afterwards the physical solutions as given by (48). 
In the second scheme one may try to satisfy (48) on some average 
way only. In the following we shall restrict to the second method. 

2. Simple examples 

Suppose tor a moment we are only interested in solutions which 
do not involve any dynamics in Q and P. He would then try to 
approximate (46) by replacing F by its static swan value. In this 
case wo end up with eq. f?5) Q-<F>«0. This is nothing else but 
the subsidiary condition of a co istrained Hartree Fock method. 

As a next step let us try to treat the dynamics in Q,P within 
classical mechanics. It is easy to show that J£ can be rewritten 
as 

K - H *pt? i-i [a.fjr M.. 
If Q is to te treated as a classical variable, its commutator with 
dU has to vanish. Neglecting, therefore, the last term of (49), 
the Schrodinger eq. with-J-C reads; 

it ft^((Ht),<c;,i) = (k -U&O^ftttHv,*) (5°' 
Eq.(5o) is the time dependent Schrûdingè^r equation of the cranking 
modal v/ith u being a function of time, representing a classical 
parameter. 

Let us now turn to an example which is still simple but which 
dous involve the full Hamiltonian (47). Suppose the original Hamil
ton! an H is the one of the schematic model (see schapter IV). 

H « H. - £ * f * (34) 
It contains u . two body force. This force is known to 
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create collective notion. It should therefore be possible to 
transform it into a part of the collective Hamlltonian. nils 
may be achieved by exploiting the fact that the Hamiltonlan for 
the extended space* as jiven by eq.(47), is not defined uniquely. 
Indeed, adding an auxiliary function of the form U(Q-F) would not 
change the dynamics if the subsidiary condition*(46) could be ful
filled exactly. In our simple model we want to restrict to harmonic 
motion. So we choose U to be quadratic IUU>F) * ^(CL-F)1" and 
obtain 

(51) 
H - h0*i[itlF]>tijjFlfcP|PJ|1-(iaF * (4 .«JF1 +1a* 

The coefficient ( A Introduced here will be fixed later by re
quiring that the subsidiary condition (46) is fulfilled on a time 
dependent meant 

Q U ) =* <F> t (52) 

(The right hand .side of (52)' is to be understood as a time depen
dent average over the nucleonic degrees). It should be noted in 
this context that the operator Q-F does commute with "}£ . It is 
for this reason that we are able to fulfill (52) for all times. 

The Hamiltonlan (51) still is too complicated to allow for 
harmonic motion. The next and last approximation consists in re
placing the terms quadratic in F by 

? x — > (f 
7* (53) 

(54) 

((54) is an approximation since we are not able to fulfill the sub
sidiary condition (41) exactly). 

This leads to the following approximate Hamiltonian; 

(55) 
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It has a structure like the one discussed at the beginning of 
this chapter. However, the coupling between intrinsic and collec
tive coordinates is more complicated than indicated in eq.(44): 
it contains a term proportional to P. On the other hand, the 
Hamilton!an for the bare collective motion is well defined. 
The inertia is calculable from eq.(53). If in (53) we «dentlfy 
the equilibrium value by the average of the groundstate of H the 

22) ° 
result (53) is well known : the inertia is identical to the 
one of the irrotational flow model.' Due to the coupling terms 
this value will be changed finally. 

The dynamics as given by the Hamiltonian (55) can be studied 
in different ways. One may, for instance, use canonical transfor
mations to remove the coupling term. This procedure was followed 
in ref.21). Since we are interested in dissipative phenomena it 
is more practical to directly solve the e s . of motion . Here 
wo can again use the technique of linear response theory (cf.ref.3) 
As described above, the solution does satisfy the equation (52) 
which is nothing else but the selfconsistency condition discussed 
in chapter IV. It is therefore not astonishing that we end up 
finally with the dispersion relation (41). 

3. Application to non-linear motion 

In this section we want to sketch briefly of how the result 
of the harmonic model may be used to describe non-linear motion.' 
An extension is possible if the non-linear case can be treated 
by describing the motion locally harmonic. 

Let us Imagine that we first perform a static Hartree<=Pock 
calculation. Suppose we are In the neighbourhood of some 0 o

a<F> o* 
Around this point the static Hartree-Fock energy can be written as : 
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with the two parameters o and t). to he found by a crrjurir/jn of ('•'•) vl»h tin* 
calculated liartiauFock energy B(U). For 0, = 0 beinq -n Icwtl I»M(I. .<|••» i. minimn, 
the s t a t i c polarizability n would bo given by 2 3) : 

c i s m . ^ ç ) = . 2 . t57) 

Formula (56) is obtained with the full Hamilton!an I!. To treat 
the dynamics around Q we introduce an approximate Harriltonian: 

Here H ® (Q ) is meant to be the Hartree Fock llaniltonian cal
culated in the constrained basis at Q » 0 • To this one-body 
operator we add a schematic two-body residual interaction. Its 
strength K is not fixed yet. We may determine it, however, by 
requiring that up to order two in (Q-Q_) the static energy calcu
lated with (58) be the same as given by (56). 

From this point on we may proceed like discussed abov» for 
harmonic motion. This means that around Q^ the extended Hnmilto-

o 
nian will be the one of eq.(55) with v replaced by K and H re
placed by HuptvL)* T n « coordinate Q, of course, has to be changed 
into (Q-Qj). 

So far we do not know how (for undamped notion) the procedure 
?4 ) 

suggested here does compare with other treatments of non
linear motion. Clearly this problem deserves further studies. 

VI) A Quantal Master Equation 

In this chapter we shall discuss of how fluctuations in 
the collective coordinate and its momentum can be treated. '••'" 
•hall restrict the discussion to a Hamiltonlan of the type (44) 
with a coupling V(Xj,Q) depending on the collective coordinate 
only and not on its momentum P. 

In ref.4) we have shown how statistical fluctuations can 
be taken into account by meant of a Fokker Planck equation. Hy 
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reducing the dynamics to the subsystem of collective coordinates 
we first obtained an equation of notion for a quantal density 
operator. We then restricted the discussion to classical mechanics. 
Let uu, therefore, review briefly the most important features of 
the Fokker Planck equation and its solution. Afterwards we shall 
discuss which quantal features we want to retain and how the 
particular equation can be solved. 

1. Classical Fckker Planck Equation 

For one collective degree the Fokker-Planck equation readst 

3UiO ^ 1*-î|f ,-(k(t)-aQ.xa-a); MU) 
(59) 

t >(0&?cft»+D<«c)|?»dl*> 
Here, K represents the to t a l (bare plus induced) conservative 
I'Ctciitlal. I t i s to be taken a t 

Qc = <a>t = [dad? dlttLMQ. (6o) 

The quantity C represents a stiffness coefficient* Here it is 
defineJ as 

o Qc (61) 
'Xhe inertia m is taken to be constant. Otherwise there would be 
additional terns employing derivatives of m up to second order 
(see ret.2S). Their origin is identical to that for the particu
lar way of treating the conservative forces We again want to treat 
the ir.uion locally harmonic (see below). 

In addition to the conservative forces there is again a 
friction force. It is represented by the term proportional to \ 
but thitt is not the only trace coming from the appearance of 
dl&blp.itlva phenomena. The term J) v&xdi represents a fluctua» 
ting torco which is closely related'to friction. Its coefficient, 
chu so called dilfuion coefficient, is determined by a correlation 
jiwtwLicn'V'. It differs froit the response function $*(() In 
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that the commutator of eq.(6) is replaced by an antlcommutator. 
or the sine in eq.(7) by a cosine (multiplied by a factor+i ). 
It can be expected» therefore, that the large time behaviour of 
>w/(£i is similar to that of Ĉ*(tjt Whenever X*l*) decays we 

expect the same for Vfib). In this case the diffusion coefficient 

J) » 1 î*Kc)dt (62) 
as obtained for the zero frequency limit, will be different from 
zero. \ 

In many cases one can establish a proportionality between 
D and y . For a'classical Brownian particle, for Instance, the 
Ei'.stein relation holds: -

b « yT" (63) 
Here T is the temperature of the heat bath. In ref .4) we deduced 
a similar relation for the case of nuclear collective motion, in 
particular collisions of heavy Ions. There we assumed the statis
tical weighting factor's introduced in eq.(7) to be those of the 
canonical distribution! 

3l*m)- 4 e*p(- *f) (64) 

This, however, is not sufficient for (63) to hold. Additionally, 
one needs the requirement of high temperature as compared to 
the collective frequency 's 

il) «T (65) 
This clearly is a condition which introduces classical features 
into the equations and we shall come back to that equation later. 

The explicit use of the canonical distribution (64) is not 
necessary to obtain (63). All what one needs is that the trans-
portcoefficlents Calculated in the zero frequency limit) are 
sufficiently determined by the mean value of the intrinsic excita
tion. This mean value can then always be related to a tempera
ture, which one may define,, for instance, by a logarithmic deri-
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vative of th« Intrinsic level density. Such a situation is given, 
for instance, if the random matrix model is used to calculate 
the response-» and correlation functions. One can see that in 
this case the transport coefficients D and y are almost inde
pendent of the shape of the distribution of the intrinsic exci- ' 
tation energy, as measured by the width A ET, for example. 

The solution of eq.(53) turns out to be very simple. Suppose 
ve start with the initial condition 

dCQ,?,4) - Sfa-QctttfSCP-ïjtt); (66) 

with P c being defined similarly to Q t 

?c It) * <?> t = JciadP. d(Q,W P <67> 
Then, for later times, d will be a Gaussian moving along the 
classical trajectory. The latter is determined by Q_(t) and P (t) 

c c 
which satisfy classical equations of motion. In addition we 
need the mean square deviations in Q and P: 

CO(t) « { ^dûolP (P-? tlt)) lC((<W) (68) 

Vit) » i JotadP (U-ftU)XF-?tt))d(«,?,i) no' 

They satisfy a set of first order differential equations which 
it coupled to the Newton equation. This set is inhomogeneous 
with an additive term • D in the equation for(£-i at is this 
term which is responsible for the creation of ftctistical fluc
tuations. 

2. Quantal Equation 

The solution discussed above neglects quantum effects in two 
ways. 
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i 
! Firstly, quantum mechanics is violated because of tlv lal 

distribution (66). Secondly the condition (65) impli' it 
* • 
I the equlibrium disbributlon is determined by T only. > ' can 
1 be studied particularly easily in the case of a harncn' oscilla

tor. For (67) being fulfilled and thus the Einstein rp'Mlon (4}J 
; being satisfied the distribution will tend to an equilibrium with 

^.R > and ( WJÎ2-? y given by 5. On the other hand, th*» correct 
I quantum mechanical equilibrium distribution is determined by 

» 

T*C«)- ig U>tyt£ "2. ~"jH — 
Indeed it is easy to\see that if t m « r is not satisfied the 
Einstein-relation has\to be generalized to 

DU)) = Jf(w)' T*(W; (72) 
(This can easily be deduced from eq.(4» of ref.4. One only has 

J 
to calculate the operators 0_ and 0 of ref.4) by inrcrtinq for 
AT r e <»T A p 
Q (-s) the known quantum mechanical solution Q (-s)s Q cos Us --{ 
This is explained more extensively in ref.26) were the quintal master 
equation is applied to 1 
a heavy ion collision.) 

Q (-s) the known quantum mechanical solution Q (-s)s Q cos Us -v-sln^: 
This is explained more extensively in ref.26) were the quanta1 

! equation is applied to the charge equilibration modo observed in 

Eq*(72) exhibits again the close connection between dissi
pation and statistical fluctuations. As in the classical case, i f a finite D will lead to the creation of statistical fluctuation». | 
Due to the form (72) the distribution in Q and P will always 

I tend to the proper quantal equilibrium as determined by T . This 
property is obtained only if the dynamical equations do contain 
a diffusion term. This seems not to be the cose in the treatment 
of Broglia and coworkers '. 

Zn (72) we have indicated that the tranr.portjcoeff icients 
might depend on the collective frequency. This is meaningful if 
the period Co is of the same order of magnitude as the relax
ation time f t at given by the response function (see chapter II), 
The friction coefficient y has then to bo defined as (sec refs. 
26) and D ) 

V ( W ) m " *!!l!f) '"» fcfO 
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whicii in the limit iw-90 leads to the for» given in eq.(lo). On 
the other hand one should have in mind that the very notion of 
a ti'uiisportcoofficient is meaningful only for times 6?£* • 
Othciwiue the equation of motion will be non-Markovian. But still, 
for lurmenic motion, both conditions can be met. 

In dealing with a quantum system the proper mean for para
metrizing its distribution is the Hignerfunction» of course. Let 
u_ ell that in the following Cl^iCl,?,*). Zt turns out that dn(Q,t{t) 
satieties an equation the structure of which is completely iden
tical wC the Fokker-Planck equation (59). This is true for two 
caseJ; firstly, for the harmonic motion itself and secondly if 
we Ôproximate the non-linear motion locally harmonic. In the 
fir-t case all coefficients are constants. In the second case the 
coefficients do depend on the mean values Q and P as indicated 
tibOV c- . 

In the harmonic oscillator the equation for Oitf(*fl|P,tj is 
correct as far as quantum mechanics is concerned. For the non-linear 
case we certainly treat quantum effects in an approximate way only. 
So i ..i we have not fully understood to which extend quantum mecha
nics is, retained. Loosely speaking, one may say our treatment 
doc:; ontain all quantum features which are found for a harmonic 
ouci»ijtor. Please note that also effects of barrier penetration 
are included in this way. This is true because the inverted osci
llât, r can be treated exactly. 

for this question to be answered we may probably be able to 
lejj.. from work about the Feynman path integrals. Indeed a semi-
cl.i~.icji treatment of the Feynman-propagator does involve the 
clat.ical trajectory plus the harmonic vibrations around it. Accor
ding to ref.28) such a treatment restores quantum effects in the 
sen- of WKB. 

vita notion of a propagator is very helpful also for the Wigner-
fuiu. ion. ir.a&Ld, we may obtain cl/fQ^t) from the initial distri-
b u t* •• d*(Q p,? 0)by 
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d^M = $dQ.d?9 KCQLjbX-tldfaM C74) 
The kernel X satlfies en equation having the same structure as 
that for du(Qt?it) hut with the initial condition: 

_ KCft,?/Q.,M) —'^ ^«-ûi)ftp-?.; ( 7 H 

This is the initial condition used to solve the Fokker Planck e-
quation in the classical c a s e 4 ) 2 5 ) 2 9 ) 3 o ) . So we see that K has 
the same structure as the solution Cl(QiPyt) described above. It 
will be a Gaussian whose first and second moments fulfill the same 
equations as doâQ . P_ and Ul, X 4*tl If defined in eqs.(68) - (7o). 

c c I 
» 

Above we mentioned that tttthln quantum mechanics the fluctua
tions cannot be arbitrarily narrow. This is true for the physical 
Wigner-function Cljj Cft^i} • The auxiliary function K will start 
from zero widths. Afterwards the widths will grow but not too large 
- if the WKB approximation is valid. So we see finally in which 
sense our approximation of small width has to be understood in 
the quantum case. It was partly this assumption which enabled us 
to reduce the interaction to a simple form (see eq.(i)). 

We want to close that section with one final remark about 
this locally harmonic approximation. As indicated already in the 
discussion of eq.(59), this approximation amounts to expanding 
the collective Hamiltonian to second order t'n P euct £L around 
the classical trajectory. In ref.25) we have shown how that can 
be done for the general case of variable inertia. Above we saw 
that such a procedure seems unavoidable if quantum effects arc 
to be taken into account. It is therefore Interesting to note 
that already in the classical case these particular terms have 
a seizable effect on the fluctuations. It can be noted, however, 
that such terms are neglected in ref,8). To see the influence of % 
these terms we did a small calculation for the system Ca + Au -
at 365 MeV. (For more details of that calculation see the next 
chapter.) Including the second derivatives of the Hamiltonian 
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,&& to be equal we found the width in the scattering angle, X-
1.6 • 1o~*(rd)2 for I « 80 and to 4.^ • 1o - I(rd)* for £ =65. to 

Neglecting these terms we obtain l,S 
for the same {-values. 

1 o ~ r { r d ) 2 and 7.3 1o~ 4(rd) 2 

VII) Applications to heavy ion reactions 

Correlations between observable quantities in deep inelastic 
reactions, which are observed through measurements of multidifferential 
cross sections provide severe test for the models devoted to deep 
inelastic reactions. Several applications of the theory described i 
above have been done in this field * ' 3 2 ' . We would like to pre- , 
sent a few typical examples for the slow collective degrees observed j 
in deep inelastic reactions which can- be described using the classical ; 

Fokker Planck equation described in chap. 6. Applications to fast 
collective modes which need the use of the quantum mnr.tor equation 
will not be dlscusncd here and we refer the reader to ref. 1,26) for 
such a description. 

1) Inputs for the applications 
They are of two types: 

a) Choice of the collective degrees. 
First it is necessary to choose a set of collective coordinates 

of JO \ which we expect to be important and sufficient to desrlbe 
the deep inelastic phenomena. The experimental situation gives hints 

« 
to this choice. Many properties of the deep Inelastic reaction, which 
are measured (angular distribution, energy loss in relative motion 
and the like) strongly suggest to treat expllcitely the dynamics of 
the collision. This can be done for Instance by choosing a set of 
polar coordinates: r the distance between the center of mass of each 
ion and 9 the corresponding scattering angle. ' 

The menn total kinetic energy of the completely energy relaxed 
products is smaller than the value of the interaction barrier in the 
entrance channel. This means that deformations of the fragments are 
excited in the course of the reaction. 



-̂- multiplicity measurements indicate that angular mot ntum 
is transferred from orbital motion into spin of the fragmen» "• 

K large amount of mass can be transferred from one Ion » o the 
other during the reaction. Therefore mass asymmetry is an important 
variable to be taken into account. 

b) Choice of the transport coefficients 

Once we have chosen a set of collective degrees (o^.) # it 

:s 

îC 

I 

is necessary to know\the transport coefficients which are: tl 
inertial tensor r>lyuv\ » t n e friction tensor fo¥ and the collective | 
interaction potential\from which it is possible to deduce the stiff- f 
ness tensor CJUV • I n principle, these transport coefficients can 1 
be computed microscopically and a few examples have been given in 
chapter 3. For the applications to heavy ion reactions such a 
microscopic calculation has not been performed. 

Please note that such a calculation is complicated, tf m r 
does not want only to parametrize the form factors but cn^fte 
them microscopically. In our applications we hive ur*"d par/ir» t r i- -
sations based in the following observations: As seen in chap. 6 
the equations for first moments arc nothing more thin r:r»tcn 
equations with friction forces proportional to the collective velo
cities. We know that such equations have been extensively ur-! in 
classical models for deep inelastic reactions. We can therefore une 
the experience achieved in this domain by other authors and wre th"'.<> 
models as an input for the theory. With this choice we will h.ivr 
the equations for the first moments. The second moments which donerU» 
statistical fluctuations around the mean values can he calctl.M.ed 
without any new parameter except for the temperature of thr intrinsic 
system (due to the Einstein relation (eq, 63)). Jc depends on tin» 
and has to be calculated from the time dependent excitation energy. 

2) Calculation of multldlffcrentlal cross sections 

The output of the model built in such a w.ny is the dlr^rlbutl"" 
function at time t-?,•» . It is then possible to compute mtilt(diffe
rential cross sections Involving macroscopic variables which enn be 
expressed in terms of the chosen set of collective degrees. v,n 
•hall now review a few résultat 

file:///from
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a) Angular distribution 
The simplest quantity to compute In deep inelastic reactions 

is the angular distribution •ar-, A typical exanple is shown in 
• 29) 

Ug.3 tor the 525 McV Kr • Bl system ' together with the experi
mental points. For this calculation the classical.model used as 
ua tribut was similar to the one of Gros, Xalinowskl and De with 
a different friction form factor. ' It should be noted that at 
the rainbow any le (which corresponds to the maximum of 5rr-) the . 
ii^ï section remains finite at variance to a pure classical model. 

L) Correlation between angle and mass asymmetry. 
Mass asymmetry x is an important degree to be taken Into 

• wc-ount. A great simplification occurs if tho x mode can be assumed 
LO be overdamped. If, in additionne neglect statistical correlations 
i wLwocn mass asymmetry and relative motion, the distribution function 
iuctorizes into two parts. The one connected to mass asymmetry 
atisfies a Smoluchowski equation , whereas the other one satisfies 
the Fokker Planck equation. In this way we have computed ' 5*1/^" 
tor the 365 MoV Cu+Au system (upper curve in fig.'f ) and this 
. «n be compared to the experimental one (lower curve in fig.4). 

c) Correlation between angle, energy and atomic 
number: -~——rnr* • 

Because we restrict ourselves to the description of slow 
collective degrees, one of the largest amounts of information is 
contained in the triple differential cross section TjJdÊoltf • 
U-iing the WLlczynska-Wilczynski model as an input for the theory 
ùnd using the same prescription for mass asymmetry as the one 
described above/ we can easily compute the correlation between' 
i;uorgy and angle for several atomic numbers. A few examples are 
shown in the right-hand side of fig.5. The corresponding experi
mental curves are shown in the left-hand side of fig. 5. (It 
should be noted that Z • 23 corresponds to a symmetric splitting 
of the system. Curves for Z>23 can be deduced from the one corre
sponding to (46-2) by changing Q in 7\-&). 

3) Discussion 
in the three diffurent example's discussed above we see tiu.* 

the overall pattern of the experimental data is rather well re-
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produced. Furthermore* sons quantltatlva agreement is often 
obtained. Therefore, despite of tha simplicity of the aodel 
a rather good understanding of the dynamical evolution of the § 
system is obtained. It should be stressed again that it is only 
by calculating high-order multldifferentlal cross sections that 
we can put strong constraints on tha nodal. Therefore multipara
meter coincident experiments are highly useful. 

t 
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J FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. It Schematic response function for the model with equi
distant levels as explained in section II.3. 

Pig. 2: The diagonal first moments of the response functions 
J[J (t) for the neutrons of 2 3 8 u at the second mini

mum as functions of T for A » 1 MeV and as functions 
of A for T « 1 MeV. (For T • 1 MeV and A » 0 the 
A-moment is 3.2 / M f t V 2 ) • The coordinates q are indi
cated in the figure. The first moments détermine the 
friction tensor by means of cq.(IO). 

Fig. 3: Angular distribution -jjy- s theoretical curve, obtained 
as described in section VII.2a, and experimental 
measurements. 

Fig. 4t Contour plots of the cross" section for angle and mass 
asymmetry: upper part: theoretical result as described 
in section VII.2b, lower parts experimental result. 

Fig. 5: Triple differential cross sections for angle, energy 
and atomic number: left part: experimental results; 
right part: theoretical curves as explained in section 
VII.2c. • 
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